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PUBLISHER'S NOTE
This book was originally published in two hardcover volumes. ln
order to make the work available in paperback at the lowest
pssible price， we have put the two volumes together for the
paperback edition. The notes to Book 1 have been moved to the
end of the combined text， leaving a gap in the pagination.

FOREWORD

l t should be useful t o begin with a statement o f what thÎs book
attempts to do.
The goal has been a full and definitive treatment of Marx’s political
theory， policies， and practice. Needless to say， this goal is unattainable，
but it has served to determine the form and cO'ntents， scope and
limitations of the work.

1. POLITICS
The word

political

is one key. Its ambiguities are legion， even apart

from its association with electoral activity in general and unscrupulous
maneuvering

“diry politics") in particular. The question of a “scien

tific" definition is touched on in Chapteε 11; here let us make do with a
process of elimÍnation.
Of the making of books on Marx and Marxism there is no end if the
books

are on Marx’s “philosophy，" economics， or social-historical

theory (“histoÌca1 materialism"). This still leaves “everything else，"
whic.h in fact constitutes the bulk of the forty-three volumes of the
Marx-Engels

Werke.

True， this “everythin용 else" Îs more misceUaneous

than politics， but it will do s a fist approximation. The scope， then， is

the same s Pooh-Bah’s， who after all comes on stage with one of the

first essays on the role of the state bureaucracy to bε found in the
literature.
Marx’s politica1 ideas have not genera11y interested “marxology"

(one of the most curious of industries) except as incidental appendages
to the “grand theory." The exceptions are few f outstanding. To be

11
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sure， a theoy of the state usually has to be stated somewhere， and a
reference to the “dictatorship of the p∞letariat" is dictated by custom.
that， there are few treatments， εven

ones， of most

of the questions in this area.
The “philosophic" side of Marx’s development has been covered
more copiously than any other aspect of Marx’s activity or thought，
1
from a muh:iplicity of viewpoims. The imbalance is striking; even some
books purporting to deal with his social and p olitical thought are
largdy concerned with the philosophical concepts involved or read int。
it. The imbalance is 싫50 symbolic， for it repre5ents a tendency :0 turn
Marx into an abstract savant. Marx himself o bjected to such o ne-sided
preoccupations even before he became a socialist: Feuerbach’s weak
ness， he wrote a frien d ， was that “he refers too much :0 Nature and :00
li:de :0 p olitics，" whereas philosophy had to be realized through
2
politics.
This lopsided situation is one of the difficulties here， for almost
every

뿔 relresellts an almost virgin field. The situation is curious
it is customåry to quote Engels’ overall appreciation of Marx as
all else a revolutionist，'’ yet to ignore the dose attention he
to a h ost

problems of revolution

the indispensable

" It is to bend the stick the other way that this work is
ti더ed

Kaγ1 Marx 's Tbeory θ1 Revoluti011

which mi강ht be

rather than

Political Tbeory.

too narrowly.

lt is significant that， in the graveside speech on Marx alluded to
made a simiiar disÏnction

Marx “the man of
Marx was a

science " and Marx the “rcvolutionist. "

a1so in his scientific workô Icss formaUy speaking，

the

“revolutionist" Em!ds meant 엄arx the political man.
But tbis [상1e man of scienceJ was not even h alf the m an. Science
dynamic， revolutionary force. . . .

was for 댐arx a
For Marx was

all dse a revolutionis:. His real m ission in

li활 was to contribute， in one way or another， to the overthrow of
and o f the state institutions which it h ad

conscious of the c onditions of its emanciws his dement. And he

wÎth a passion， a

Forewod
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WritÎn앓 to an old friend， Marx had had occasion t o express his con
tempt for the philistines who “consìder people like you and me im
mature f。이s who all this time have not been cured of rheir revolu
tion따y fltasies."

4

lt is his Marx， he political man， that is our subject.
Besides the limitation to the political fiεld， there are other sdf
imposed limitations that affect the scope of the book. 1 have rεsisted
frequent temptations to folIow questions farther than Marx and Engds
themsdves， into the discussions and views of the subsequent Marxist
movement， let alone bring them up to date. To do otherwise， even
sketchily， would take

more space without being definitive. Refer

ences to later ideas and developments have been made only where they
throw some special li힘1t on the subject under discussion.
On the other hand， in an important respect the scope of this work is
broader than the usual approach to Marx’s theory of the state， which
tends to concentrate on the developed capitalist state. Here the em
phasis is .n Marx’s world-hist.rical view of the state. M.re specific
to the bourgeois state will be f.und in subequent

material

vo�umes. This approach is of a piece with 뼈arx’s. One must
삼lat m.st of the states hat Marx h.d occasion to discuss were 11θt
capitalist states-aS yet-εven in Europe， let alone through.ut the rest
。f the world. Fr.m the standpoint of the.ry this is a good thing， since
n. phenom�non can be thoroughly underst.od if only .ne specimen or
type is available f.r exminátion. The litεrature .f Marxism and marx01。r is

fuU of statements ab.ut Marx’s views which

actually

t。 ε

and the

era， and which

qualification as soon as the f.cus s

require at least

to indude m.st of the world and world history. It is a form of
ethnocentrism.
limitation of the subject matter :0 politics creates a

The

practicl dilemma. On the one
more .r less

the

is that the reader is

with the main lines of the basic s.cial and
political concepti.ns. On the .ther
:0 hold :0 this asumption where issues in

social and economic

are either less well kn.wn or more com-

monly mÎsstatεd. Iη the latter cases， some discussion of the underlying
has been induded. For this reason

devoted t。 때 aspect of Marx’s social theory.

21 is entirdy
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2.CLASS

Th e problem just stated becomes most .cute in Chapter 20 and
。ther sectio�s dealing with the concept of class. After aI!， class dy
namics is the foundation of all of Marx’s politics. It is the “transmission
belt" between his social-historical and political theory; or， to change
the image， it constitutes the latter’s drive shaft. Since the concept is
vital from the beginning， and since it is generally misstated， a summary
may be useful here even if we only h ave the space to be suggestive.
1. ln popular usagε， a class is merely any group of people sharing

some common characteristic(s). A “socia1 class" may be seen as sharing
certaÎn social characteristics-say， rankj an “economic class" may be
deduced from income brackets; and so on. These are classiications， the
result of classifying people according to some more or Iess relevant
criterion. For many loose-jointed purposes there need be no reasonable
。bj ection to such a usage. Contrary to a widespread misapprehension，
Marx himself not infrequently used dass in similar loose or broad ways
when convenient. The issue is not whether this common use is wrong in
itself， but rather what it is used for， what it is considered relevant to.
2. This popular usage implicitly regards a class attribute as a mani
fcstatioη of society’s structure， a derivative of it. But what if there are

classes of people who share the common characteristic of foming a

structμral ele쩌eηt of the society itself? Such a structura1 clss is
certainly more basic. In any case， in the context of Marx’s theory a
socioeconomic dass is a dass of， people pIaying a common role as a
structura1 component of a given society.

1. How this is concretized lows from Marx’s theory itself. Histori

ca1ly ， in Marx’s view， class differentiatÎon begins only with the ap
pearance-due to development of the forces of production-of a suplus

product; that is， that which is produced over and above thε reproduc
tion needs bf the direct producer. This is the key to the meaning of
dass in Marx. Classes define themselves not siriply in terms of the
process of production (which existed before the separation into clsses
and wilI exist after dasses are done away with); they must be defined in
relatiqn to surplus production， and specificaHy in relation to control

over the appropriation ‘ the surplus product. "
. In this connection， ee the passage from Marx cited in Chapter22， pp. 57-571.
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Look at any given society through this len�， and two basic c1asses
appear. One is the class of direct producers-this being Marx’s genenc
term for those who perform the actual productive labor， the working
class of the particular society. The other is the class that controls the
appropriation of the surplus product， the ruling class. It may accom
plish this control through control of the means of production， but this
latter relationship itself may need explaining in terms of the former.
The two classes thus defined are the so-called

p olar classes of the

society-“the extremes of a relation of production，" as Marx put it

speaking of the capitalist/worker relation in bourgeois society. 5 It is the
polar-class antithesis that forms the skeleton around which a given
mode of production is socially structured.Around this central re1ation
ship the rest of the class structure takes shape， including elements left
over from obsolete social forms.

4. The roster of classes in a particular society is determÎned by that
society’s mode of production， not vice versa. This is another way qf
saying that one cannot determÎne what social strata are

structural

components of the given society simply by an abstract consideration of
the characteristics of. the strata involved; it is a question of how they
relate to the mode of production. In this connection we can repeat here
a relevant passage in Chapter 20;
The way in which a given society divides up into classes is specific
to its own social re1ations. Thus， there are warIord elements in
many societies， but a warlord becomes a feudal lord or baron
only when specific social relations become dominant. There
is no rule-of-thumb definition which decides whether the chief of
an armed band who resides in a stronghold and lives off the
surplus labor of unfree producers， etc. is or is not a member of a
feudal class. The point can be settled not by a gIossary but only
by a concrete examination of the overall social relations of the
society. SimilaεIy， merchants become a separate class not simply
because they buy and sell， but only when buying and selling
begins to play a certain role in a given society.。
5. Therefore， any formal definition of

ciass is， at bottom， only a

restatement in other words of Marx’s basic method of sociohistorical
analysis， not some special lexicographical formula. Many marxologists
have reproached Marx for failing to give a dictionary definition of class
which th

Foreword
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which can be applied on the basis of formal descriptive elements

abstracted from the specific societal relatioηsbψs.
As it happens， Marx made this methodological point in so many
words， but since he was wÍting about the definition of property at the
time， it has often been ignored:
In each historical epoch， property has developed differently and
under a set of entire1y different social relations. Thus to define
bourgeois property is nothing else than to give an exposition of
all the social relations of bourgeois production.
To try to giε a definition of property as of an independent
relation， a category apart， an abstract and eternal idea， can be

nothing but an illusion of metaphysics or jurisprudence. 7

If anything， this applies even more dosely to class than to property.

6. 1: was stated in point 3 that dasses cannot be defined simply in
terms of the process of production. Still wor않， methodologically， is a
common pseudodefinition of dass found in both Marxist and non
Marxist works. In the formula:ion of N. Bukharin， who may have
invented it， it is “persons united by a common role in the production
S
process." The force of these words is to Hmit dasses to catεgories in
the production process. This is a basic mistake， flatly incompatible with
뼈arx’s historical an외ysis of actual classes. Most obviously， for exnple，
it would exdude the early class of merchant capitalists， which was
notable precisdy beεause it playεd no role in the production process;
in relation to the

tllOugh th양 role it pl쩍

process‘ was 50
of the surplus

important in establishing control over the

control into

product that thesc capitIists tended to extend
production itself，

a merchant dss. The

ceasing to b엉

Bukharin-type formula would a150 decree that the
a large sector of it， like
because it does not h.v엉 the qulity of a
acceptance

not fom

dS.

thi5 π。r， even
estabIishment
9
sociological problem， but' .t any ratc it owes

d없， simply
vide
is itself a

to Marx.

7. The fact that 뼈arx himself 싱ad little inhibition about usi옐 dss

in the 1005엉 popular sens앙 has be썼n n add생 complication in the
post-Marx history of th엉
uses

work

‘

표‘α be slre， a physicist ordinrily

in two diff암rent senscs， a

without confusion，
.;
usage with an

one and a scientific one，

on context; one has to approach Marx’s
mount of common sense， togethr with some

Foγewod
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fee1ing for the vocabulary and verbal conventions of th e mid-nineteenth
century.
Thus， in vrious of Marx’s writings-published economic works as
well as popular articles and unpublished notes-one can read about the
“ideological etc. classes ，" or the “unproductive classes，" or the “serving
(or ervantl dass" with or without quotation marks， or the "educated
dasses" with or without a prefixed “so-called，" or the dass of “pro
fessional conspirators，" or the “servile class of lawyers，" or artificial
“classes" fabricated in British India， or the confrontation between “two
particular classes of capitalists" (moneyed and industrial). 10 It aIl offers a
splendid opportunity for pointless quotation-mongering through which a
new “theory of class" can be discovered in Marx every week.
8 . Another complication， which deserves more notice than is pos
sible here， is how to deal wíth classes iη the process o[ being bon. as
well as ( conversely) classes or social estates， etc. ， which are in the
process of dying out or d ecaying into something eIse-in short， classes
t<en in the process of becoming. In Tbe Genηaη ldeolo'. speaking of
the end of the eigh teenth century with its still impotent German
bourgeoisie， Marx comments: “One cannot speak here of estates or
dasses， but at most only of former estates and classes not yet born";
and he su짧ests the term spbere o[ li[e (Lebeηsspb'γe) for these class
elements that are perceived in flUX.11 There are interesting discussions
by Marx eIsewhere of what migh t be called 쩌다cψatoy class
elements.12 Without a dynamic understanding of classlike formations
outside the boundaries of stable situations， discusions of what is， is
not ， or cannot be a “class" are bound to be sterile.

ln sum: while point 2 offered a formal definition of class， this s

mere1y an “algebraic" formula ， which takes 00 concrete meaning when

it is fleshed out with the specific relationships of a specific social order.
The rest of the f oregoing propositions go beyond the obIigation to
provide a definition : they offer a guide to analysis.

3. MARX
Another .ey is the fact that th e title specifies Marx， not Marxism.
What goes by the nme of Marxism nowadays， like as not， has little
to do with Marx’s views， in general or on any particular subject. This is

Forewórd
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a penalty for the “success" of Marxism-that is， its widespread appeal
in spite of the periodic announcements of its death， which are almost as
frequent

as of

yore. This

parasitic disease-cooptation by alien

e1ements-attacks all world outlooks that encompass a who\e era.
Sweeping rεorientations of consciousness， such as thosε denoted by the
terms

democracy， scieηce， and so on， have all been victims of the same

complaint. Thus a distinguished Frenchman wrote of the catchword

democracy: “ lt is the sovereign， universal word. Al\ parties invoke it
and want to appropriate it as a talisman .. .. Such is the sway of the
word democracy that no government or party dares to exist， or believes
it �an exist， without inscribing this word upori its banner . .." 13 This

.

was not written yesterday but in the year 1849， by the historian
statesman Guizot.
lt is easy for superficial pundits to conclude from this factionaliza
tion of meaning that

democracy， science， and so on have no meaning

whatsoever; but in fact their meanings -have become pawns in a social
and ideological struggle. The interpretation of

class strugle becomes a
dem ocracy becomes an

weapon of c1ass struggle， just as the meaning of

arena for the stuggle to determine what democracy shall mean. Marx
would have no trouble understanding why ideologues who hold concep
tions he fought bitterly still insist on calling themselves Marxists. This
corner of intellectual history is a function of social history， as usu외.
The response is also simple in principle if difficult in practice: the
answer to pseudodemocracy is real democracy; the abuses of “sci
entism" can be countered only by a genuinely scientifiè attitude; and
the obfuscations of various contemporary “Marxisms" can be under
stood only with the help of Marx’s Marxism.“God protect me from my
frìends!" wrote the young Marx oncc; and a few years later he ex
plained to the radical Dεmocrats of 1850 why he had no compunction
about attacking a certain prestigìous “revolutionay" :
We know in advance that we will evoke general indignation from
the sentimental bunco-artists and Democratic elocutionists..
This makes no difference at all to us. Our task is ruthless critÎ
cism， even more of alleged friends than of open foεs; and in
affirming our position on this， we gladly forgo cheap Democratic
popu1la n ty.14

_ _ :_.
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I n any c as e， t he s ubj ect of t his work is not Marxis m in s om e
inclus ive s ens e but t he t heory， c onc ept ions ， and views o f Karl Marx. It
goes wit h out s aying t hat evε ryone concerned must in s om e f al ion
cons ider how Marx’s views apply t o t he cont emporary world， and，
ext ra pol at ing from 뼈arx t o t he preent ， arrive at a modern ad apt at ion，
whic h t hen becomes a “Marxis m." No doubt t he marks of my own
opinions on t his sc ore are vis ible. But t he goal is nevert he1ess a fait hful
disc overγ of Marx’s views -not as t he end- all of a polit ic al inquiry but
as a bas is for it .
I f no att empt h as previous ly been m ade t o reconst ruct t he whole
picr ure of Marx’s views on polit ic al t heory and polit ic al sr ug le， it c an
sc arc ely be doubt ed t hat prejudic ial int erest has st ood in t he way. T he
"
“grand t heory ， prec is e1y becaus e it s eems t o s oar above c urrent
st ruggles ， c an s omet imes be disc us ed wit h an ai r of t ranquiUit y. When
t he s ubject is t he polit ical realm of power， t he knife cuts deeper.
Polit ics in t he broad s ens e is only one as pect of s ocial revolut ion， but it
is its cutt ing edge.
While object ivit y (whic h is not t he sn e as impart ialit y) is a s carc e
c ommodit y， wit h a s mall exc hange value， t h ere is only one way t 。
proc eed in t his cas e i f t here is t o be any hope o f att aining it . T hat is t o
go t o Marx’s own writ ings on polit ical quest ions. But t hes e are u nc ol
lect able in t he kind of ant h ol ogy or “s elect ed writ ings" t hat do for
s ome ot her as p ects of Marx’s t heory， s ince t hey are :00 sc att ered. Yet
no re1iable conc lus ions in t h is fie1d can be bas ed on less t h an t he
t ot alit y of what Marx had t o s ay . T he us ual patt ern is t o cull quot at ions
as “exn ples " of what is s uppos ed t o be Marxis m : t his is a res pect able
enough met hod where t here is s ome meas ure of c ons ens us and t he
problem is c onc is e and c omprehens ible pres ent at ion. Suc h is no: t he
c as e here.
Anot her diffic ult y ， which applies part ic ularly t o Marx’s polit ical
ideas ， is t hat t he s ource mat erial for a complet e s urvey has not long
been access ible. A collect ed edit ion of Marx’s and E nge1s ’ writ ings has
exist ed for s om e decades in only one language， Russ ian (wit h omis 
s ions )j but for reas ons whic h need not t ake s pac e here， acc ess t o t his
mat erial by Russ Îan marxologists and West ern Kremlinologists has not
changed t he pict ure but exemplified it .
T he s ir uat ion began t o change wit h t he publicat ion， bet ween 1961
and 1968 ， of t he German edit ion of t he Marx-E ngels Wc채c. But
experience has s h own-in t he c as e of t he Paris
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example， or the Grundrisse notebooks-that accesS to an important new
source of knowledge sldom changes the entrenched myths untiI ten or
twenty years have passed. The present work could not have been
written before the publication of the Werke， practically speaking. There
was a similar pattern when the great Marx-Engels Gesamtausgabe was
published in the 1920s， collecting the writings of the youngMarx (later
extended through 1848). Its eventual impact on the understanding of
Marx’s early development was revolutionizing-but limited， since it was
not allowed to continue.

4.METHOD
The first work that attempted to tackle Marx’s political thought in
this way stated the problem dearly: “Now one has to engage in
excavations， as it were， in order to bring undistorted Marxism to the

knowledge of the mass of the people." 1 5 . And so Lenin’s State and

R eνo/ution was， in form， an exercisε in excavation. It was then， and still
is， virtually unique in' the literature-whether by Marxists or non
Marxists-in its method， leaving aside its conclusions. Its uniqueriess
consists in this: it does not state certain opinions about “what Marx
really said" and iUustrate them with selected quotations; rather， it sets
about bringing together eνeItbing written on the subject byMarx and
Engels， to the best of the writer’s knowledge. As against the various
claims and intepretations， it proposes the simple expedient of setting it
all down and trying to work out an answer that is at least consistent
with the assembled evidence.
It may be objected that finding out “what Marx re외ly said" does
not settle any question of politics. This is quite :rue: alI it settles is the
matter of “what Marx really said."-which happens to be the subject
matter of a multitude of books， most of them collections of entrenched
myths that have never even been examined. "
The “excavation" method has serious literary disadvantages， which
Lenin stated at the beginning of his first chapter. After the well-known
$ An example of the attention paid to “what Marx really said" is a book
entitled Wbat Marx REALLY Said， by H. B. Acton-a concise (141-page) compila
tion of vulgar marxology that refrains from mentioning that Marx had a theory of
the state， let alone telling what it was.16 This tour de fOTce is in great vogue in
some circles.
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introductory passage (when revolutionaries have died， “attempts are
made to convert them into harmless icons ...") Lenin makes a promise
and an apology:
In these circumstances， in view of the unprecedentedly wide
sprεad distortion of 뼈arxism， our prime task is to

re-establisb

what Marx really t.ught on the subject of the state. This will
necessit.te a number of long quotations from the works of Marx
and Engels themselves. Of course， long quotations will render the
text cumbersome and not help at aU to make it popular reading，
but we cannot possibly dispense with them. All， or at any rate all
the most essential passages in the works of Marx and Engels on

the subject of the state， must by all means be quoted as fully s
possible so that the reader m.y form an indepεndent opinion of
the totality of the views of the foundεrs of scientific socia1ism，
and of the evolution of those views， and so that their distortion
by the “Kautskyism" [today， several other isms] now prevailing
may be documentarily proved and cle.rly demonstr.ted.17
It is ironic that this method， so clearly demanded in the interest of
simple scholarship， h.s never been used in .ny .c.demic treatise in this
field. (An .pp.rent exception， Chang’s dissertation

o[ the State

The Maxia1z Theoy

litera1ly prove� the rule， for it was written in dεfene of

Lenin’s interpret.tion.) The method， apparently so “academic，" is in
fact directed to the possibility of objective verification， “so that the
reader may form an independent opinion."
Lenin’s insistence on long and full quotation of “Marx and Engels
themselves" is pregnant with potentia1ities and problems， one no less
than the other. It is the only rea1 a1ternative to that quotation
mongering which leads to sterile results. Quotation-mongering is no
recent phenomenon: it started while Engels was still around to com
ment on it. As it happens， the pace-setters came from the Russian
émigré movements as early as the 1880s and 1890s. “lf you have
followed the RussÎan emigration literature of the last decade，" wrote
Engels to a Russia.n correspondent， “you will yOlrself know how， for
instance， passages from Marx’s writings and correspondence have been
interpreted in the most contradictory ways， exactly as if they had been
texts from the classics or from the New Tstament， by various sections
of Russian emigrants." 11 A Russian visitor later reminisced that “Engels
wished that the Russians-and not only the Russians
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